LINEA VINCERO BASED ON THE BUGATTI VEYRON 16.4.

**FRONT BUMPER**
3PARTS - WITH FRONT LIP - INTEGRATED 3PART AIR GRID - LED LIGHT WITH HOUSING LEFT & RIGHT SIDE

**WIND SCREEN SHEET & FRONT HOOD**
V-ELEMENT INSIDE OF FRONT GRILLE

**FRONT FENDER**
2PARTS LEFT & RIGHT SIDE

**SIDE SKIRTS**
4PARTS LEFT & RIGHT SIDE
ADDITIONAL AIR INTAKE GRIDS

**REAR BUMPER & DIFFUSER**
REAR FENDER
2PARTS - ADDITIONAL AIR GRID -
FUEL TANK COLOURED

ROOF SHEET

AIR SUCTION CHANNEL SHEET
4PARTS - LEFT & RIGHT SIDE -

ENGINE CHASSIS SHEET

REAR WING & REAR SPOILER
2PARTS
DOORS AND CLOSE SITUATED SURFACES AS WELL AS MIRRORS WITH SPECIAL VARNISH.

FULLY FORGED TURBINE-DESIGN RIMS
EXCLUSIVE INTERIOR BY TRADITIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIP, SELECTED MATERIALS AND STYLISH DESIGN MERGE, THE RESULT IS AN INTERIOR OF AUTOMOBILE EXCELLENCE.

AMBIENTE ILLUMINATION SYSTEM WHICH ARE FITTED IN SEATS, DOOR LININGS AND DASHBOARD.

ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED AIRBAG STEERING WHEEL EQUIPPED WITH ROCKER SWITCHES.

CARBON FIBRE DASHBOARD TRIMS

CARBON FIBRE CENTER CONSOLE & GEAR SHIFT PLATE
LINEA VINCERO BASED ON THE BUGATTI VEYRON 16.4.

- CARBON FIBRE SPEEDOMETER HOOD
- CARBON FIBRE HANDLE LININGS
- ILLUMINATED SILL PLATES
- ILLUMINATED FOOT COMPARTMENT
- FLOOR MATS WITH WELDING
- AMBIENTE ILLUMINATION SYSTEM SITUATED AT DOOR LININGS
- AMBIENTE ILLUMINATION SYSTEM SITUATED AT DASHBOARD